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Belief and frequency co-existed in the calculus of games of chance as it was taught in Europe beginning in the 13th 
century. They still co-existed in the theory of mathematical probability that Jacob Bernoulli based on that calculus. But 
they came apart in the middle of the 19th century. This talk shows how game theory can bring them back together. 

My new book with Volodya Vovk (Game-Theoretic Foundations for Probability and Finance, Wiley, May 2019) bases 
mathematical probability on a game with three players: Forecaster (who offers bets), Skeptic (who decides which offers 
to take), and Reality (who decides the outcomes). Forecaster is the Bayesian. Skeptic is the frequentist. See the working 
papers at www.probabilityandfinance.com.

http://www.probabilityandfinance.com/
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1. Testing a sports forecaster

2. Formalizing the game

3. Strategies for Bob 
(Unifying subjective and objective probability)

4. Strategies for Alice 
(Recovering probability theory)
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Testing a sports forecaster
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Alice announces probabilities for sports events. 

• Week 1:   Alice announces a probability of winning for each of the 128 
players in the Wimbledon men’s singles. 

• Week 2 (after the Wimbledon is settled):  Alice announces probabilities 
for a soccer game—P(Real Madrid wins), P(Barcelona wins), P(tie). 

• Week 3:  Alice announces a probability distribution for the point spread in 
a game between the Nets and the 76ers. 

• And so on. 

• Each competition is settled before the next probabilities are announced.
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UPDATED DEC. 11, 2019, AT 7:22 AM
2019-20 NBA Predictions

TEAM CONFERENCE MAKE FINALS WIN FINALS 

Bucks21-3 East 47% 26% 

Clippers18-7 West 37% 20% 

Rockets15-8 West 29% 15% 

76ers18-7 East 26% 12% 

 

Fragment from Nate Silver’s https://fivethirtyeight.com/

https://projects.fivethirtyeight.com/2020-nba-predictions/
https://fivethirtyeight.com/
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How can you test Alice?

One way is to try to make money at the odds she offers.

Can you think of any other way?

• Week 1:  Probabilities for each of the 128 Wimbledon men. 

• Week 2:  P(Real Madrid), P(Barcelona), P(tie). 

• Week 3:  Probabilities for point spread between Nets and 76ers. 
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Bob tests Alice by betting.

• Bob bets at the odds Alice announces. 

• In other words, Bob buys random variables for their expected values 
(as given by Alice).

• Example:
--According to Alice’s probabilities, the expected age of the Wimbledon 
winner is 28.  
--So Bob can buy the age of the winner, in dollars, for $28.
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Bob tests Alice by betting.

• When Bob starts with $1,000 and walks away with 
$100,000, he puts a big dent in Alice's reputation. 

• Maybe she was just unlucky, but she cannot claim 
success as a forecaster.

The only fair measure of Bob’s success is how much he multiplies the money he risks.

Bob’s gaining $99,000 is not impressive if he risked $1 Billion to do it.

But when he multiplies his money by 100, this is something like a “p-value” of 1/100.
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• Week 1:  Probabilities for each of the 128 Wimbledon men. 
• Week 2:  P(Real Madrid)=3%, P(Barcelona)=90%, P(tie)=7%. 
• Week 3:  Probabilities for point spread between Nets and 76ers.
• Week 4:  Number of touchdowns by Broncos. 

Suppose Bob starts with $100 and does not risk more than that.  
• Bob buys age of Wimbledon winner for $28.  

Winner turns out to be 25.  
Now Bob has $97.

• Bob pays $97 for ($0 if Madrid, $100 if Barcelona or tie).  
Madrid wins.  
Now Bob has $0.

Now Bob has to stop betting, because he is out money.  
Bob is not allowed to risk more than his original $100.*

*Important detail:  Bob is not allowed to borrow more money from someone 
with infinitely deep pockets; otherwise he could “go martingaling”.
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Common sense about testing by betting

• Bob need not have alternative probabilities. 
--Maybe he doesn’t think there are meaningful probabilities for the events.

• Bob need not risk real money. 
--He can bet with play money. His goal is to make a point, not to get rich. 

• Alice need not risk real money either.  
--She is risking only her reputation. 

• Alice may know more than Bob. 
--If she has a good reputation, and yet Bob multiplies his money, then maybe her 
additional information is not very relevant.

• Bob may know more than Alice. 
--If Alice has a good reputation, and yet Bob multiplies his money, maybe his 
additional information is relevant. 
--If Bob has a good reputation and yet does not multiply his money, maybe Alice is 
doing a good job.
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Bob is more “frequentist” than Bayesian.  

Bayesian inference involves bets on hypotheses
—bets that are never settled.

Bob’s bets are settled.
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Formalizing the game
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Notation
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Rules of play
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Perfect-information protocol:  
Each player sees the other players’ moves as they are made. 

Players may also acquire private information—information not available to 
the other players—at the outset or as play proceeds.
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Strategies for Bob 
(Unifying subjective and objective probability)
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Something Bob can achieve
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Are Alice’s probabilities subjective or objective?

• Because we have more than one player, we can reconcile the two.
• Alice may consider her probabilities subjective.
• But Bob is testing their objectivity.
• We might locate Alice’s subjectivity in her willingness to offer bets.  
• But digging deeper, we can locate it 

--in her belief that the offers will not allow Bob to multiply his capital and 
--in her consequent belief that things will average out as predicted.
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Strategies for Alice 
(Recovering probability theory)
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See also 75 working papers at www.probabilityandfinance.com.  

Working Paper 54, “The language of betting as a strategy for 
statistical and scientific communication”, shows that testing by 
betting can be used in standard statistical problems, where the 
betting can be thought of as buying likelihood ratios.  This also 
leads to more flexible methods of meta-analysis.

Working Paper 53, “Pascal’s and Huygens’ game-theoretic 
foundations for probability”, explains that game-theoretic 
probability is as old as measure-theoretic probability.

May 2019

http://www.probabilityandfinance.com/
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